First, it is shown the essence of bosons in vacuum based on the proper use of the model nonideal Bose gas of local electromagnetic waves which is described by the model of nonideal Bose-gas of elementary Bose-particles of electromagnetic field (which are no photons). Thus, we consider the electromagnetic radiation as medium consisting of Bose-particles with spin one and mass m. The results show that the presence of macroscopic number bosons in the condensate, and inter-bosons interactions in vacuum via repulsive S-wave pseudopotential increase value of energy quasi-bosons in vacuum.
INTRODUCTION.
First, theoretical description of quantization local electromagnetic field in vacuum within a model of Bose-gas of local electromagnetic waves in volume V was proposed by Dirac [1] .Theoretical description of the quantization local electromagnetic field in vacuum within a model Bose gas consisting of bosons with spine one presented in [2 predicts the creation of quasi-bosons in vacuum. As major feature of presented theory is that the Freund and Namby masslees scalar bosons so-called zerons as mechanism description of property of non-zero vacuum [3] , the Goldstone massless bosons [4] and Higgs bosons [5] with massive mass as well as Relativistic Theory of Einstein are wrong sign.
In this letter, we attempt to show that the inter-bosons interaction via Swave pseudopotential may increase of value energy of quasi-bosons in vacuum. We may remark the theory of superfluid 4 He [6] , where the S-wave interparticle interaction between scattering neutrons and atoms of superfluid 4 He plays an important role for creation of neutron spinless pairs. Therefore, we examine a role of repulsive S-wave inter-bosons interaction between bosons in clear vacuum. In this sense, we demonstrate that the presence bosons in the condensate give a contribution in the energy of quasi-bosons.
ANALYSIS.
Now as first step our discussion, we use of the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ 0 in [2] :
with
where N 0 is the number of the bosons in the condensate which is picked out from one in the above condensate; m is the mass of boson
which depends on the intensity amplitude of electromagnetic field A 2 0 . We now introduce the S-wave interaction between bosons within the model for dilute spheres [7] , which extends the previous Hamoltonian radiationĤ 0 in Eq.(1) by introduction one asĤ d , and then, we havê
U k is the Fourier transform of a S-wave pseudopotential in model dilute spheres:
where d is the scattering amplitude of bosons. The Fourier component of the density operator for bosons has following form:
According to the theory presented in [6, 8] , within suggestion the presence of a macroscopic number of bosons N 0 in the condensate, we obtain the following form for density fluctuation of bosons in Eq. (5):
In this context, the Eq.(3) presents aŝ
where
is the velocity of sound in the electromagnetic radiation which is connected with density bosons in the condensate N0 V .
Within our approach, at using of Eq. (1) and Eq. (7), we obtain
4m 2 is the total speed of sound in the electromagnetic radiation.
The evaluation of energy levels of the operatorĤ d in Eq. (8) within diagonal forms is made by using of the Bogoliubov linear transformation [8] :
where L k is a symmetrical function of the wave vector k. Thus, the diagonal form of operator HamiltonianĤ d presents as:
where, we infer that the Bose-operatorsb + k andb k are, respectively, the "creation" and "annihilation" operators of free quasi-bosons with energy
Thus, the speed of quasi-bosons equals to
which depends on the density bosons in the condensate. As it is seen, at temperatures T ≥ T c , the density bosons in the condensate is zero N0 V = 0, and then, we reach to the result presented in [2] :
In this letter, we have seen that the presence macroscopic number bosons in the condensate increases value of energy quasi-bosons presented in Eq.(12).
